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Abstract
In this paper we analyzed the effect of the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves to economic growth in emerging
countries. In order to empirical estimates of the impact of foreign exchange reserves to economic growth in emerging
countries, were collected annual data on real GDP per capita, share of investment in GDP and population from the
database of the International Monetary Fund (IMF WEO) in October 2013, while data from the level of foreign
exchange reserves statistics collected from the relevant central banks. For a balanced panel data for Brazil, China and
Russia, for the period from 1993 to 2012, estimated the relationship between economic growth and changes in foreign
exchange reserves by applying the method includes the ONK with fixed individual effects. The empirical results in this
paper suggest that the increase in foreign exchange reserves causes the growth of GDP, while in the opposite direction
causality has not been proven. Exchange rate depreciation that occurs as a result of the accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves is not inflationary because it is a one-time, non-persistent shock, unlike the sudden depreciation of
the exchange rate that occurs as a result of maintaining an overvalued exchange rate in the long term and leads to
currency crisis. The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves does not lead to inflation if the rate of accumulation of
foreign exchange reserves does not exceed the rate of economic growth. Slightly higher inflation is not necessarily
harmful, particularly for developing economics and emerging economics.
Keywords: foreign exchange reserves, economic growth, monetary policy
JEL: E52, E58, F31.
1. Introduction
Emerging economics (Brazil, Russia, China, Argentina, Singapore, South Africa, India, etc.) at the beginning of the
nineties significantly increased foreign exchange reserves. The trend of increasing foreign exchange reserves began
around 1990, which marks the beginning of the era of financial globalization. Due to the potential impact on global
interest rates, economic growth and financial stability, it is essential to the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in
these countries. The rapid increase in the level of foreign exchange reserves in recent years has focused only on the
security of any foreign exchange crisis, but also a tendency of policy makers to prevent the appreciation of the exchange
rate and maintain the competitiveness of their economies. It is possible to find an analogy between the accumulation of
foreign exchange reserves and the Keynesian policy of fiscal expansion that running the country out of recession. When
the government engages in a recession unemployed for any type of business, real GDP is approaching potential level.
Similarly, under certain conditions, the central bank can stimulate economic growth undervalued exchange rate through
the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves. An important difference compared to the standard Keynesian effect is that
here talking about long-term growth rate of GDP, not the deviation of the real relative to potential GDP. Strong economic
growth follows the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in order to create resilience to external shocks.
The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in emerging economics is analogous to the increase in the current
account deficit in countries whose currency is used for accumulation, especially in the United States. As a result,
adjustments in the United States have significant costs for the rest of the world, especially in countries which
accumulate foreign exchange reserves in dollars. The experience of emerging countries shows the importance of the
accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in order to solve unforeseen situations, volatile capital flows and other
developments that may adversely affect expectations.
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Excessive consumption in the USA forced the countries of East Asia to achieve a surplus in the current account and
accumulate dollar foreign exchange reserves to avoid the appreciation of the exchange rate and deflation. China still
recorded a huge trade surplus and the US continue to spend and borrow, thus putting themselves and the rest of the
world into a new danger, with unforeseeable consequences. It is understood that the central bank is trying to have a
bigger stock of foreign exchange reserves to defend the exchange rate from possible future shocks. Asian central banks
are trying to maintain undervalued exchange rate and high demand for exports. Such a policy to competitiveness in the
world market and foreign direct investment.
Although the foreign exchange reserves of industrialized countries have increased, the increases were not matched with
an increase in foreign exchange turnover or total financial flows. Thus, in relative terms, the foreign exchange reserves
of industrialized countries decreased. Despite the high level of global foreign exchange reserves, increasing foreign
exchange reserves will probably continue. As they increased international transactions in terms of globalization and
internationalization, will require a higher level of foreign exchange reserves. Countries with a strong currency (US
dollar or pound sterling) do not accumulate significant levels of foreign exchange reserves since those currencies
acceptable worldwide. Also, in the case of strong currencies, the exchange rate is less dependent on the level of foreign
exchange reserves, and more than the level of development of the economy. In this case, the exchange rate appreciates
or depreciates rarely based on how the foreign exchange reserves accumulated by the central bank, but rather on the
basis of corporate indicators, economic parameters and capital market developments.
The increasing liquidity in other strong currencies, a growing current account deficit and external debt of the United
States have increased the pressure on central banks to diversify their foreign exchange reserves. Great twist portfolio
will significantly affect the exchange rates and the status of the dollar as the dominant international currency. The fall in
the value of the US dollar will occur in the near future. The status of the dollar as the world's only reserve currency at
the moment will change. In the future we should expect a diminishing role of the dollar and the creation of more reserve
currency of the world. In the long run, the world will move toward several areas of new major world currencies and the
dollar will lose the monopoly that is now in the global financial system. It will mean an increase in financial expenses
and endangering their superior position in the world economy.
2. Literature Review
Carasco, et. al. (2013) show that in recent times, accumulation of foreign exchange reserves has been abetted by
policymakers’ desire to prevent currency appreciation, and to maintain the competitiveness of the tradable sector in
countries. Ghosh, et. al. (2012) found that the reason for holding reserves varies according to the country’s position in
the global reserves distribution. Bacchetta, et al (2012) found that in a steady state it is optimal for the central bank to
replicate the open economy, i.e. to issue debt financed by the accumulation of reserves so that the domestic interest rate
equals the foreign rate. They also found that capital controls can still help reach the first best when the planner has more
fiscal instruments. Dominguez, et. al (2012) focused not only on the total stock of official reserves held by countries,
but also on the decisions by governments to purchase or sell reserve assets during the crisis period. Benigno and
Fornaro (2012) found that by accumulating foreign reserves, the government induces a real exchange rate depreciation
and a reallocation of production towards the tradable sector that boosts growth. Pina (2011) argued that accumulation of
foreign exchange reserves can be explained by a simple model in which the central bank smooths inflation and
stabilizes the exchange rate. Foreign exchange accumulation is the consequence of an increase in the incidence and
magnitude of banking crises. Korinek and Serven (2010) showed that real exchange rate undervaluation through the
accumulation of foreign reserves may improve welfare in economies with learning-by-investing externalities that arise
disproportionately from the tradable sector. Olokoyo et al (2009) examines the case of Nigeria and found that there is a
long-run linkage with foreign reserves and income, level of trade openness, foreign capital inflow and inflation.
Obstfeld and Rogoff (2009) showed that the global imbalances of the 2000s and the recent global financial crisis are
intimately connected. Neaime (2008) shows that after the shock of the exchange rate (exchange rate appreciation), price
should be reduced. This is because in a small open economy, the prices of tradables adjust to world market prices.
Interest rates are decreasing in response to the exchange rate appreciation, which indicates that the central bank is trying
to alleviate the pressure of higher interest rates on GDP and stifled a further exchange rate appreciation. Aizenman
(2007) points out that the rapid increase in foreign exchange reserves in emerging countries in recent years part of the
complex changeable of global trends. The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves in recent times is caused by the
accumulation competitive, the need for insurance against latent internal and external volatility and instability that is
associated with increasing weakness of the balance sheet of the central bank. Wyplosz (2007) shows that the rapid
accumulation of foreign exchange reserves when foreign exchange reserves are determined by GDP or exports.
Aizenman & Lee (2007) points out that the foreign exchange reserves can be considered as output stabilizers reduce the
likelihood of falls in output caused by a sudden outflow of capital or the depth of the output collapse when it
materializes sudden stop of capital inflows. Popov (2002) shows that intensive accumulation of foreign reserves has a
stimulating effect on the long-term rate of economic growth in developing and emerging countries, though not in
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developed countries. The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves is an important macroeconomic mechanism for
increasing the long-term rate of economic growth. Polterovich & Popov (s.a.) show that it is possible to find an analogy
between the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves and the Keynesian policy of fiscal expansion that runs the
country out of recession. Kydland & Prescott (s.a.) show that monetary policymakers with a clearly defined objective
function, which depends on inflation and unemployment, controlling inflation through aggregate demand. The
unemployment rate is a decreasing function of the sudden (unexpected) inflation. Polterovich & Popov (s.a.) showed
that the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves mitigates the effects of trade shocks on the real exchange rate.
Volatility of terms of trade leads to volatility of the real exchange rate, which increases the volatility of the economic
cycle. The countries accumulate foreign exchange reserves to stabilize the real exchange rate in the presence of volatile
terms of trade shocks and volatile short-term capital flows. Excessive accumulation of foreign exchange reserves
mitigates exposure to volatile terms of trade since the volatility of the real exchange rate reduces economic growth at a
relatively low level of financial development.
3. Empirical Analysis
3.1 Data Description
In order to empirical estimates of the impact of foreign exchange reserves to economic growth in emerging countries,
were collected annual data on real GDP per capita, share of investment in GDP and population from the database of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF WEO) in October 2013, while data from the level of foreign exchange reserves
statistics collected from the relevant central banks.
For a balanced panel data for Brazil, China and Russia, for the period from 1993 to 2012, estimated the relationship
between economic growth and changes in foreign exchange reserves by applying the method includes the ONK with
fixed individual effects. Definition of variables used in the model, the sources and the time period for which data are
available are summarized in Table 1:
Table 1. Definition, Description of Variables, Data Sources, and the Time Period for Which Data are Available
Variable

Description Variables

Source

Data Availability

bdp

Real GDP per capita

IMF WEO, October 2013.

Brazil: 1980-2012.
China: 1980-2012.
Russia: 1992-2012.

fx_res

The level of foreign
exchange reserves at
the end of the year

Central Bank of Brazil, the
People's Bank of China and
the Central Bank of Russia

Brazil: 1980-2012.
China: 1960-2012.
Russia: 1993-2012.

inv_share

The share of investment
in GDP

IMF WEO October 2013.

Brazil: 1980-2012.
China: 1980-2012.
Russia: 1990-2012.

population

Estimated population at
the end of the year

IMF WEO October 2013.

Brazil: 1980-2012.
China: 1980-2012.
Russia: 1989-2012.

Table 2. given a summary of statistics for all variables used in the model for all three countries. Shows the average,
minimum and maximum value for the period for which data are available.
3.2 Methodology
Given the fact that most macroeconomic variables unsteady, and the effect that neglect of these properties can have on the
estimated coefficients were first conducted tests of unit root for each variable in level, as well as the differential of each of
the first variable. The unit root in the panel is tested by applying Im, Peseran and Shin test, Levin, Lin and Chu test and
Fisher test type. All tests test the null hypothesis of the existence of a unit root. Test results unit roots are summarized in
Table 3:
Table 2. Summary Statistics for the Variables by Country
Country

The growth rate of GDP

Foreign exchange reserves

(in %)

(in millions of USD)

average

min

max

average

min

max

The share of investment in GDP

Population

(in %)

(in millions)

average

min

max

average

min

max

Brazil

0,98

-6,62

6,59

81 835

3 994

373 147

18,25

14,34

22,51

163,03

120,81

198,36

China

8,92

2,36

13,71

893 477

20 620

3 333 386

39,77

32,32

48,85

1208,03

1000,72

1354,04

Russia

2,24

-12,76

10,50

203 043

6 745

533 218

22,81

14,83

30,02

145,24

141,44

148,5
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Table 3. The Test Results of Unit Root for GDP, the Level of Foreign Exchange Reserves, the Share of Investment in
GDP and the Population in Level and First Difference
bdp
4,35
Levin, Lin & Chu t
(1,00)
4,09
Im, Pesaran & Shin
(1,00)
0,17
ADF-Fisher χ2 (0,99)
ADF- Choi Z
3,95
stat
(1,00)
Fisher
type
0,65
PP-Fisher χ2
(0,00)
2,17
PP- Choi Z stat (0,98)

∆ bdp

∆ fx_res inv_share ∆ inv_share
-2,79***
-0,10
-4,38***
(0,00)
(0,46)
(0,00)
***
-2,76
-0,96
-7,42***
(0,00)
(0,17)
(0,00)
**
18,08
54,29***
(0,01) 7,92 (0,24) (0,00)
-2,83***
-0,73
-6,32***
(0,00)
(0,23)
(0,00)
12,07*
52,41***
(0,06) 7,61 (0,27) (0,00)
-1,63*
-0,38
-6,14***
(0,05)
(0,35)
(0,00)

fx_res
-0,25
-1,48* (0,06) (0,40)
0,03
-2,52**(0,01) (0,53)
18,52**
10,15
(0,01)
(0,12)
0,33
-2,25** (0,01) (0,63)
18,06**
0,91
(0,01)
(0,99)
2,94
-2,12** (0,02) (1,00)

population ∆ population
1,94
(0,97) 3,43*** (0,00)
0,33 (0,63) -0,14 (0,44)
24,05***
9,00 (0,17)
(0,00)
-3,37***
0,45 (0,67)
(0,00)
7,69
21,25***
(0,26)
(0,00)
-3,15***
3,4 (0,99)
(0,00)

Note: p-values are in parentheses. *, ** and *** indicate levels of significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Based on the results of tests of unit roots in panel, we conclude that for all variables in level can not reject the null
hypothesis of non-stationarity, while the null hypothesis of non-stationarity can be rejected for the differential front of
each of the variables, according to each of the tests, except for the first the differential variable population according to
the results of the test Im, Peseran and Shina, which indicate the existence of a unit root in the first differential of these
variables. Bearing in mind that all variables are non-stationary in levels, and that almost all of the tests indicate that the
first difference of all the variables stationary panel estimated the model in which figuring as the first difference of
variables.
The sample used in the empirical analysis is a balanced panel, the time period for which data are available for all three
countries, ie the period from 1993 to 2012. In order to control the effects of those variables that are not explicitly
included in the model are included and individual fixed effects β0i.
Taking into account the non-stationarity of variables in level and first difference stationarity, the two models are estimated
using the OLS method on a sample of balanced panel. In both models, the first difference of the logarithm of GDP per
capita (annual growth rate of real GDP) figuring as a dependent variable. In the basic model, the independent variables
figuring first differential share of investment in GDP and the first difference of the foreign exchange reserves. In order to
test the robustness of the results, a set of independent variables is extended with the inclusion of the first difference of the
population.
In accordance with the theoretical positions, the expected positive correlation between foreign exchange reserves, the
share of investment in GDP and economic growth. The basic model in which the growth rate of real GDP figuring as a
dependent variable, while the independent variables occurring changes in foreign exchange reserves and changes in the
share of investment in GDP is given by equation 1:

∆log(bdp)it=β0i+ β1 ∆log(fx_res) it+β2∆log(inv_share) it +εit............................................................

(1)

In order to test the robustness of the obtained score, evaluated the new model, which in addition to changes in foreign
exchange reserves and the share of investment in GDP includes first the differential variable population, and the annual
change in population.

∆log(bdp)it=β0i+ β1 ∆log(fx_res) it+β2∆log(inv_share) it +β3∆log(population) it +εit ...........
The coefficients are estimated using the software package Eviews and their values are shown in Table 4:
Table 4. The Results of the Panel Regression for Brazil, China and Russia for the Period from 1993 to 2012.
Variable
C
Δlog(inv_share)
Δlog(fx_res)
Δlog(population)

Coefficient
0,03***
0,17***
0,06***

Equations (1)
p-value

R2=0,68
Adjusted R2=0,66

Equations (2)
p-value

0,00
0,00
0,00
SC=-3,99
F- tatistics=29,86

105

Coefficient
0,05***
0,17***
0,05***
-0,29**
R2=0,70
Adjusted R2=0,67

0,00
0,00
0,00
0,05
SC=-3,97
F- tatistics=25,93

(2)
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Note: *, ** and *** indicate statistical significance at the level of 10%, 5% and 1% respectively. The models include
individual fixed effects.
Based on the coefficients shown in Table 4, it can be concluded that in the case of Brazil, China and Russia, the growth
of foreign exchange reserves in the period from 1993 to 2012. the positive impact on economic growth. The estimated
coefficients are robust to different model specifications.
The growth of the share of investment in GDP increases the growth rate of real GDP by 0.17 percentage points (the
coefficient is statistically significant at a significance level of 1% in both specifications and has the same value).
Based on the results from Equations 1, we can conclude that the growth of foreign exchange reserves by one percentage
point impact on the growth rate of GDP growth by 0.06 percentage points. The estimated coefficient is statistically
highly significant (significance level of 1%).
After the model was introduced variable that indicates population, the coefficient with changing foreign exchange
reserves declined slightly (from 0.06 to 0.05) but was still statistically significant at a significance level of 1% (p-value
= 0.00 ). Based on the results of two equations we can also conclude that in a given sample, the population growth of 1%
leads to a decrease rate of GDP growth by 0.29 percentage points. This coefficient is significant at the level of
significance of 5%.
The introduction of the variable rate of population growth has improved the quality of the estimated model, the
coefficient of determination is increased from 68% to 70%. Also, the introduction of new variables influenced the
growth of the corrected coefficient of determination, which has increased from 66% to 67% which indicates that the
introduction of new variables in the model.
3.2.1 Analysis of Causality
In order to test in which the direction of causality between GDP and foreign exchange reserves, was conducted Granger
causality test on the first series diference. Granger causality test is used to test the direction going causality between the
two variables, in this case, whether the increase in foreign exchange reserves causes the growth of GDP or GDP growth
causes the growth of foreign exchange reserves. Series that are determined Granger causality must be stationary, so that
first used the observed difference series, ie changes in foreign exchange reserves and the growth rate of GDP.
First, we tested the hypothesis that the increase in foreign exchange reserves does not cause GDP growth. Estimated the
following equation:

∆log(bdp)it-1=β0i+ β1∆log(bdp) it-1+β2∆log(bdp)it-2 +…+βm∆log(bdp) it-m + α1 ∆log(fx_res) it-1+ α2 ∆log(fx_res)it-2
+…+ α q∆log(fx_res) it-q εit .................................................................................................................................................................................................... (3)
The null hypothesis that ∆fx_res not cause the growth rate of GDP implies that the coefficients α1, α2,…, α q=0.
Number of lags is determined on the basis of the Schwarz criterion and is 4˝ in diameter.
The first row of Table 5. contains the result of Granger test for the first regression. Based on the p-value of 0.09, we can
conclude that the statistical significance of 10% reject the null hypothesis that the growth of foreign exchange reserves
do not cause the growth of GDP, or accept the hypothesis that the increase in foreign exchange reserves affects the
growth of GDP.
Causality in the opposite direction has been tested in the following manner: First, the estimated regression:
∆log(fx_res) i t-1=β0i+ β1 ∆log(fx_res) it-1+β2∆log(fx_res) it-2 +…+βm∆log(fx_res) it-m + α1 ∆log(bdp) it-1+ α2 ∆log(bdp)it-2
+…+ α q∆log(bdp) it-q εit..................................................................................................................................................................................................... (4)
The null hypothesis that ΔGDP not cause the growth of foreign exchange reserves implies that the coefficients in the
second regression α1, α2, α q=0.
The result of Granger test for this equation is contained in the second row of Table 5. P-value of 0.13 indicates that the
null hypothesis that GDP growth does not cause the growth of foreign exchange reserves can not be rejected. Granger
causality test results are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5. Results Granger Causality Test
The null hypothesis

p-value

∆fx_res does not cause ∆gdp

0,09*

∆gdp does not cause ∆fx_res

0,13

*, ** and *** indicate levels of significance of 10%, 5% and 1%, respectively.
Results in Table 5. suggest that the increase in foreign exchange reserves causes the growth of GDP, while in the
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opposite direction causality has not been proven.
4. Conclusion
Arguments for the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves are different. However, the most important argument is
that the accumulation of foreign reserves leads to undervalued exchange rate, which stimulates the export sector. There
are positive effects of the unbalanced (undervalued) real exchange rate. The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves
in emerging countries is correlated with a higher rate of economic growth. The accumulation of foreign exchange
reserves is rapid when the foreign currency reserves determined by GDP or exports. When you have determined the
financial variables (credit, money supply), the situation is completely different. The larger the stock of foreign exchange
reserves to emerging countries greater credibility, the stability of their positions abroad, reducing the risk of speculative
attacks, repayment of foreign debt and reduce financial costs. The accumulation of foreign exchange reserves has not
only reinforced the ratio of investment / GDP, but the share of exports and trade in GDP. The ratio of trade / GDP is
positively correlated with the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, and negatively correlated with the ratio in
domestic prices / foreign prices.
Intense accumulation of foreign exchange reserves has a stimulating effect on the long-term rate of economic growth in
developing countries and emerging countries, though not in the developed countries. The accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves is an important macroeconomic mechanism for increasing long-term economic growth rates. Leads
to the depreciation of the exchange rate, increase in revenues and profits of the export sector, increasing investment and
economic growth based on higher exports. It also leads to an increase in prices of tradable goods and profits, because
profits and non-tradable prices lag behind the increase in prices of tradable goods. Foreign exchange reserves can be
considered a stabilizer output because they reduce the likelihood of falling output caused by a sudden outflow of capital
or the depth of the collapse of output when it materializes sudden stop of capital inflows. However, in developed
countries, excessive stock of foreign exchange reserves is unwarranted if they can borrow in the international financial
capital market, when necessary.
Undervalued exchange rate is a common feature of most emerging economies as it should achieve a trade surplus to fund
the repayment of foreign debt and sudden capital outflows. Many emerging economies implemented a deliberate policy
undervalued exchange rate as part of the overall export strategy. Preventing the appreciation of the exchange rate through
the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, they are able to restrain spending and imports and stimulate exports,
investment and economic growth. The continuous appreciation of the real exchange rate will sooner or later result in the
foreign exchange crisis.
Emerging economies tend to have depressed the exchange rate, ceteris paribus, which means a lower ratio of domestic
prices / foreign prices, which is achieved by the rapid accumulation of foreign exchange reserves. As a result, there is a
positive correlation between the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, the share of investment in GDP and
economic growth. In developing countries and emerging countries overvalued exchange rate is detrimental to economic
growth. Countries that have accumulated large stock of foreign exchange reserves had higher rates of economic growth.
For example, the country with the fastest economic growth in the world over the period 1960-2000. is Botswana, which
has increased its GDP per capita of more than ten times (6% average annual growth in GDP per capita over the period
of 40 years). Also, Botswana is a country with the highest ratio in foreign exchange reserves / GDP.
High economic growth is usually in conjunction with a higher ratio in trade / GDP, and thus higher ratio in foreign
exchange reserves / GDP. One of the ways to achieve the optimal level of international trade and realize revenues from
trade externalities is the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, which would lead to exchange rate depreciation
and higher exports. Countries with large stock foreign exchange reserves have depressed real exchange rate, which
leads to an increase in the share of exports in GDP.
If the accumulation of foreign reserves leads to the depreciation of the exchange rate and results in a higher relative
price of tradables (relative to earnings and non-tradable prices) and higher profit, founded expected to result in greater
savings ratio in the investment / GDP. However, on the other hand, does not generate any depreciation of the exchange
rate more investment, but only the depreciation caused by an active policy of accumulation of foreign exchange
reserves. If the exchange rate is depressed due to capital outflows, it would only cause the transformation of limited
domestic savings into capital outflows, all at the expense of investment. Therefore, the relationship between investment
and foreign exchange reserves is stronger than the link between investment and exchange rate depreciation. The
relationship between the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves and the share of investment in GDP is quite strong.
The increase in investment is linked to foreign trade. In other words, an increase in investment and output is associated
with the growth of exports and output in the tradables sector. This is the main advantage of the accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves as it provides not only a rapid increase in investment, but also a high return on investment and high
capital productivity due to greater involvement in international trade. The ratio of foreign trade / GDP depends on the
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level of development (GDP per capita) and the size of the economy (smaller economies are more involved in
international trade and the share of trade in GDP grows faster). The ratio of foreign trade / GDP is correlated with an
increase in foreign exchange reserves, depreciation of the exchange rate (the ratio of domestic prices / foreign prices)
and a lower level of non-tradable prices to the prices of tradable goods.
One might think that the accumulation of foreign reserves leads to inflation. However, this is not the case, if the rate of
accumulation of foreign exchange reserves does not exceed the rate of economic growth. Slightly higher inflation is not
necessarily harmful, particularly for developing countries and emerging economies. The accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves is not inflationary and influence increase economic growth and employment, in contrast to the rapid
depreciation of the exchange rate that occurs as a result of maintaining an overvalued exchange rate in the long run,
which leads to foreign exchange crisis and inflation. It is difficult to advocate the idea that successful economic growth
leads to a rapid accumulation of foreign exchange reserves since the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves is one
of the variables of economic growth. If successful economic growth accompanied by a rapid accumulation of foreign
exchange reserves, the question is whether the accumulation of foreign exchange reserves necessary prerequisite for
economic growth. The empirical results in this paper suggest that the increase in foreign exchange reserves causes the
growth of GDP, while in the opposite direction causality has not been proven.
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